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no publicly held corporation owns 10% or more of its stock.  This representation is 

made in order that the judges of this Court may evaluate possible disqualification 
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STATEMENT OF INTEREST 
 
 The Walker River Paiute Tribe (“Tribe”) is a federally-recognized Indian 

tribe desiring to appear in this matter as amicus curiae because it is the holder of 

the most senior water rights on the Walker River system.  Decree art. I, United 

States v. Walker River Irrigation Dist., No. C-125 (D. Nev. Apr. 14, 1936), 

amended by Order for Entry of Amended Final Decree to Conform to Writ of 

Mandate Etc. art. I (D. Nev. Apr. 24, 1940) (“Decree”).  The Tribe’s members 

have resided near Walker Lake (sometimes “Lake”) since time immemorial and 

historically depended on its fishery for sustenance,1 so the Tribe continues to be 

interested in the Lake’s environmental health.  The Tribe also has a legitimate 

claim to Walker Lake and the historically submerged lands under it which, if 

confirmed, precludes application of Nevada’s public trust doctrine to those 

resources. 

 While the certified questions are limited on their face to the application of 

Nevada’s public trust doctrine to appropriative water rights generally, not to the 

Tribe’s federal reserved water rights or Walker Lake, the Appellants framed the 

issues in a manner that directly implicates the Tribe’s interests and exceeds the 

scope of the questions before this Court.  Specifically, the Appellants assert that 

                                                 
1 The Tribe’s name for itself is Agai Dicutta, which means “Trout Eater,” and its 
name for Walker Lake is Agai Pah, meaning “Trout Lake.” 
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title to Walker Lake and the lakebed passed to Nevada upon statehood in 1864, 

Appellants’ Opening Brief at 18 (Nov. 27, 2018) (Doc. 18-905914) (“Opening 

Brief”), and they “urge the Court” to simply assume this is true and “recognize that 

the [public trust] doctrine applies to Walker Lake and its tributary waters.”  Id. at 

20.  The law professors appearing as amici curiae similarly ask the Court to hold 

that the public trust doctrine applies to Walker Lake and the water rights set forth 

in the Decree.  Brief Amicus Curiae of Law Professors in Support of Appellants at 

2-4 (Dec. 27, 2018) (Doc. 18-910584) (“Amicus Law Professor Brief”).  If the 

Court reaches the question of whether the public trust doctrine applies to Walker 

Lake, which was not certified, and accepts the Appellants’ argument that the public 

trust doctrine acts “as a constraint on the entire Walker River system,” Opening 

Brief at 43 (emphasis added), the Tribe’s senior water rights and claims to Walker 

Lake and the lakebed may be adversely affected. 

 Moreover, the limited factual record in this case prevents the Court from 

adequately assessing whether the public trust doctrine applies to Walker Lake.  

Such a determination depends in part on whether the federal government 

previously reserved Walker Lake and the lakebed for the Tribe’s benefit when it 

created the Walker River Indian Reservation (“Reservation”) in November 1859, 

and whether the Lake was navigable when Nevada obtained statehood in October 

1864.  Answering these questions will require extensive fact-finding involving, 
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inter alia, the cultural importance of Walker Lake to the Tribe, the circumstances 

surrounding the Reservation’s creation and subsequent allotment, the Reservation’s 

purposes, other congressional actions concerning the Reservation, historical 

surveys, and contemporaneous news clippings.  Because the current record lacks 

sufficient evidence, the Tribe seeks to ensure that this Court’s decision is limited to 

the narrow questions certified by the Ninth Circuit and does not speculate on 

important issues in the absence of key facts. 

I. ARGUMENT 
 

Whether the public trust doctrine applies to Walker Lake exceeds the scope 

of the questions certified by the Ninth Circuit, requires impermissible fact-finding, 

and is impossible to answer with the limited factual record currently before the 

Court.  In addition, the public trust doctrine is a matter of state law and cannot be 

applied to the detriment of the Tribe’s reserved water rights, which derive from 

federal law and vested prior to Nevada statehood. 

A. THE PUBLIC TRUST DOCTRINE’S APPLICABILITY TO 
WALKER LAKE IS BEYOND THE SCOPE OF THE CERTIFIED 
QUESTIONS AND REQUIRES IMPERMISSIBLE FACT-FINDING. 

 
 The Court must not address whether Nevada’s public trust doctrine applies 

to Walker Lake because this issue exceeds the scope of the questions certified by 

the Ninth Circuit and will require extensive fact-finding.  This Court’s “role ‘is 

limited to answering the questions of law posed to [it, and] the certifying court 
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retains the duty to determine the facts and to apply the law provided by the 

answering court to those facts.’”  Progressive Gulf Ins. Co. v. Faehnrich, 327 P.3d 

1061, 1063 (Nev. 2014) (quoting In re Fontainebleau Las Vegas Holdings, L.L.C., 

267 P.3d 786, 794-95 (Nev. 2011)); accord In re Fontainebleau, 267 P.3d at 795 

(the Nevada Supreme Court may not “make findings of fact in responding to a 

certified question”). 

 Here, the certified questions are: (1) “Does the public trust doctrine apply to 

rights already adjudicated and settled under the doctrine of prior appropriation and, 

if so, to what extent?”; and (2) “If the public trust doctrine applies and allows for 

reallocation of rights settled under the doctrine of prior appropriation, does the 

abrogation of such adjudicated or vested rights constitute a ‘taking’ under the 

Nevada Constitution requiring payment of just compensation?”  Mineral Cty. v. 

Walker River Irrigation Dist., 900 F.3d 1027, 1034 (9th Cir. 2018); Order 

Accepting Second Certified Question and Modifying Briefing Schedule (Sept. 7, 

2018) (Doc. 18-35022).  Both questions plainly ask about the public trust 

doctrine’s applicability to appropriative water rights generally, without respect to a 

particular water basin or the Decree.  Also, determining whether the public trust 

doctrine applies to Walker Lake will necessitate fact-finding, see infra Section 

II(B), a task this Court must leave for the federal court having continuing 

jurisdiction in this matter.  Faehnrich, 327 P.3d at 1063.  Since the Ninth Circuit 
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did not inquire about the doctrine’s application to the Walker River system, and 

nothing about its questions requires an analysis of this issue, the Court must refrain 

from addressing it here. 

B. THE CURRENT RECORD DOES NOT CONTAIN SUFFICIENT 
EVIDENCE TO DETERMINE WHETHER THE PUBLIC TRUST 
DOCTRINE APPLIES TO WALKER LAKE. 

 
 Nevada’s public trust doctrine does not attach to Walker Lake if it does not 

own the Lake and lakebed, but the present record lacks sufficient information to 

determine, without additional fact-finding, whether the State or Tribe holds such 

title.  If, for example, the federal government withdrew Walker Lake and its bed 

from the public domain and conveyed title to the Tribe in 1859, prior to Nevada 

statehood in 1864, or if Walker Lake was historically not navigable, then Nevada 

did not acquire ownership of the Lake or lakebed at the time it joined the Union.2  

Before its public trust doctrine may attach, Nevada must show how and when it 

acquired title to Walker Lake.  These are complicated, fact-dependent, and 

unsettled issues. 

                                                 
2 Despite the Appellants’ assumption that Walker Lake was navigable at the time 
Nevada obtained statehood, see Opening Brief at 19, no court has finally resolved 
this issue.  See infra Section II(B)(2).  At this time the Tribe takes no position 
regarding this federal question.  See State v. Bunkowski, 503 P.2d 1231, 1234 (Nev. 
1972) (“Navigability, when asserted as the basis of a right arising under the 
Constitution of the United States, is necessarily a question of federal law.” (citing 
Brewer-Elliott Oil & Gas v. United States, 260 U.S. 77, 87 (1922))). 
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1. The Record Lacks Information Regarding the History of the 
Reservation and the Intentional Inclusion of Walker Lake Within 
its Exterior Boundaries. 

 

 To determine whether the public trust doctrine applies to Walker Lake, a 

court must first determine whether the federal government reserved Walker Lake 

and the lakebed and conveyed title to the Tribe prior to Nevada statehood.  See 

Bunkowski, 503 P.2d at 1234 (title to navigable waterways and beds passed to 

Nevada upon statehood only “if the bed had not already been disposed of by the 

United States”).  In other instances where the federal government included a 

navigable river or lake within the exterior boundaries of an Indian reservation prior 

to statehood, federal courts undertook extensive fact-finding to determine whether 

the tribe owned the riverbed or lakebed.  Both the United States Supreme Court 

and Ninth Circuit have held that the tribe received such title if, among other things, 

the tribe traditionally depended on the fishery for sustenance.   

In Alaska Pacific Fisheries v. United States, the Supreme Court considered 

whether an 1891 reservation of a group of islands for local Indians in present-day 

Alaska included the adjacent navigable waters and submerged lands.  248 U.S. 78, 

87 (1918).  In finding that the reservation included ownership of the waters and 

submerged lands, the Court looked to (1) the creation of the reservation; (2) the 

government’s power over the premises; (3) the location and character of the 

reserved lands; (4) the tribe’s needs; and (5) the reservation’s purpose.  Id.  Since 
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the Indians traditionally fished and viewed the surrounding waters as part of the 

islands, the Court held that the reservation included those waters and the 

submerged lands.  Id. at 88-89.  The Court found support for its conclusion in the 

canon of construction that doubtful expressions of federal law intended to benefit 

Indian tribes must be interpreted in their favor.  Id. at 89. 

More recently, in Idaho v. United States, the Supreme Court affirmed the 

decisions of the Ninth Circuit and a federal district court quieting title in favor of 

the Coeur d’Alene Tribe to the bed and banks of Lake Coeur d’Alene, a navigable 

waterbody within its reservation.  533 U.S. 262, 272 (2001).  The tribe historically 

depended on Lake Coeur d’Alene “for food, fiber, transportation, recreation, and 

cultural activities,” id. at 265, so in 1873 President Grant issued an Executive 

Order establishing a reservation that included most, but not all, of the lake.  Id. at 

266.  The Court said its analysis of whether title to the lakebed passed to the State 

“is refined somewhat” here, where “submerged lands are located within a tract that 

the National Government has dealt with in some special way before statehood, as 

by reserving lands for a particular national purpose such as . . . an Indian 

reservation.”  Id. at 273.  In finding that the tribe held title to the lakebed, the Court 

considered whether: (1) the executive branch reserved the submerged lands and 

Congress subsequently recognized the reservation in a way that shows intent to 

defeat state title; (2) Congress was aware that the reservation included submerged 
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lands; and (3) the reservation’s purpose would have been frustrated without title to 

the lakebed.  Id. at 273-74 (citing United States v. Alaska, 521 U.S. 1, 39-61 

(1997)). 

Similarly, in Puyallup Indian Tribe v. Port of Tacoma, the Ninth Circuit 

affirmed the district court’s decision that the Puyallup Tribe received title to the 

bed of a navigable river when in 1857, prior to Washington statehood, its 

reservation was expanded by Executive Order to encompass a section of the river 

and its fishery.  717 F.2d 1251, 1253-54 (9th Cir. 1983).  Following an extensive 

analysis of the relevant precedent, including Alaska Pacific Fisheries, the court 

concluded 

that where a grant of real property to an Indian tribe includes within 
its boundaries a navigable water and the grant is made to a tribe 
dependent on the fishery resource in that water for survival, the grant 
must be construed to include the submerged lands if the Government 
was plainly aware of the vital importance of the submerged lands and 
the water resource to the tribe at the time of the grant.  In such a 
situation, the Government’s awareness of the importance of the water 
resource to the Tribe taken together with the principle of construction 
resolving ambiguities in transactions in favor of the Indians warrants 
the conclusion that the intention to convey title to the waters and lands 
under them to the Tribe is “otherwise made very plain” . . . . 

 
Id. at 1258 (footnote and citations omitted); accord Muckleshoot Indian Tribe v. 

Trans-Canada Enters., 713 F.2d 455, 457 (9th Cir. 1983) (per curiam) (reciting 

same analytic framework in case decided on same day as Puyallup Indian Tribe).  

Puyallup Indians historically depended on fish for sustenance and their “spiritual, 
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religious and social life centered around the river,” which the government knew 

when it expanded the tribe’s reservation.  Puyallup Indian Tribe, 717 F.2d at 1259-

60 (citing Puyallup Indian Tribe v. Port of Tacoma, 525 F. Supp. 65, 71 (W.D. 

Wash. 1981)).  The government also enlarged the reservation in response to a 

public exigency, i.e., avoiding hostility with non-Indian settlers, so the court held 

that the tribe received and continued to hold riverbed title.3  Id. at 1260-61; see 

Muckleshoot Indian Tribe, 713 F.2d at 457-58 (title to navigable riverbed passed to 

tribe who depended on fishery for sustenance at the time the government enlarged 

its reservation in response to a public exigency); see also Montana v. United 

States, 450 U.S. 544, 556 (1981) (declining to interpret the Crow Treaty as 

including a riverbed in the tribe’s reservation because “fishing was not important 

to [tribe’s] diet or way of life”). 

 Here, the federal government established the Tribe’s Reservation largely to 

protect Walker Lake and its fishery for the Tribe’s benefit.  In November 1859, the 

                                                 
3 Significantly, even though most of the Puyallup Tribe’s lands along the river 
were eventually allotted and passed into individual Indian and non-Indian 
ownership, Puyallup Indian Tribe, 717 F.2d at 1254, such allotments did not 
include title to the riverbed under the general rule that “grants of property bounded 
by a navigable river are deemed to be bounded by the ordinary high water mark of 
that river.”  Id. at 1261.  Thus, the tribe continued to hold title to the riverbed even 
after allotment, including a section of the bed exposed many years later by an 
avulsive change.  Id. at 1262-63.  Clearly, the effect of allotting the Walker River 
Reservation pursuant to the Act of May 27, 1902, ch. 888, 32 Stat. 245, 260, on the 
Tribe’s interest in Walker Lake is relevant and requires analysis by the federal 
district court in the first instance. 
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local Indian agent suggested to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs that “the 

northeast part of the valley of Walker’s River, including the lake of the same name, 

be reserved for the Indians of his agency.”  United States v. Walker River 

Irrigation Dist., 104 F.2d 334, 338 (9th Cir. 1939).  The Commissioner agreed and 

thereupon wrote the Secretary of the Interior to recommend that the area 

surrounding Walker Lake “‘be set apart and reserved from sale or settlement, for 

Indian use.’”  Id. (quoting Commissioner’s letter).  The Commissioner noted that 

the Reservation lacked many agricultural lands, but believed it would still provide 

the Tribe with sufficient sustenance “‘in connection with the fish which they may 

obtain from . . . Walker Lake[], and with a view to secure suitable homes for these 

Indians where they can be protected from the encroachment of the whites.’”  Id. 

(quoting Commissioner’s letter).  On November 29, 1859, the Commissioner wrote 

the General Land Office to request that the public surveys respect the lands 

surrounding the Lake as belonging to the Tribe.  Id.  This last executive act 

formally established the Reservation, which included all of Walker Lake within its 

exterior boundaries.  Id. (1874 Executive Order issued by President Grant formally 

sanctioned “an accomplished fact”); see id. at 340 (November 29, 1859 priority 

date applies to Tribe’s federal reserved water rights).  The Tribe thus has a strong 

case that at the time of statehood it owned Walker Lake and the lakebed. 

As shown, however, whether title to Walker Lake and the lakebed passed to 
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the Tribe prior to Nevada statehood is a factually complex issue.  Since the record 

in this case completely lacks the relevant information this Court should not attempt 

to address that issue here. 

2. The Record Lacks Information Regarding Walker Lake’s 
Navigability at the Time of Nevada Statehood. 

 
 Even if the federal government did not convey Walker Lake and the lakebed 

to the Tribe prior to statehood, the applicability of Nevada’s public trust doctrine 

still depends on whether the Lake was navigable on October 31, 1864, the date 

Nevada joined the Union.4  See Lawrence v. Clark County, 254 P.3d 606, 614 

(Nev. 2011) (“Determining whether land is held in trust for the public by the state 

begins by reference to whether the land was submerged beneath navigable water 

when Nevada joined the United States on October 31, 1864, as Nevada joined the 

United States on equal footing with other states in every respect.”). 

The determination of historic navigability is highly fact-intensive, however.  

See id. (“determining the navigability of a segment of a body or channel of water . . 

. may be accomplished through ‘expert testimony, historical surveys, and news 

clippings from the relevant time.’” (quoting Ariz. Ctr. for Law v. Hassell, 837 P.2d 

158, 164-65 (Ariz. Ct. App. 1991))); Bunkowski, 503 P.2d at 1233-36 (reciting 

federal test for navigability and applying test to Carson River).  Since the current 

                                                 
4 The Ninth Circuit previously found that “Walker River is an unnavigable 
stream.”  Walker River Irrigation Dist., 104 F.2d at 335. 
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record lacks any evidence regarding Walker Lake’s navigability in 1864, the Court 

must refrain from speculating on this unresolved issue.  See Lawrence, 254 P.3d at 

617 (issue of navigability remanded to district court for further fact-finding); Letter 

from E.J. Thomas, Acting Dir., Bureau of Land Mgmt., to Alan Bible, U.S. 

Senator, at 2 (Sept. 9, 1957) (Attachment 1) (“While we believe that Walker Lake 

is navigable, we cannot act until this question is settled judicially or 

legislatively.”). 

C. NEVADA’S PUBLIC TRUST DOCTRINE MAY NOT INFRINGE 
UPON THE TRIBE’S FEDERAL RESERVED WATER RIGHTS. 

 
 The Court’s decision in this matter must be clear that Nevada’s public trust 

doctrine does not apply to the Tribe’s federal reserved water rights, which vested 

prior to Nevada statehood.  It is well-settled that the public trust doctrine is solely 

“a matter of state law,” PPL Mont., LLC v. Montana, 565 U.S. 576, 603 (2012), 

“the contours of which are determined by the states, not by the United States 

Constitution.”  United States v. 32.42 Acres of Land, 683 F.3d 1030, 1038 (9th Cir. 

2012); accord Lawrence, 254 P.3d at 615 (“state courts considering the public trust 

doctrine have developed their own frameworks for examining the administration of 

lands held in public trust”); see Amicus Law Professor Brief at 6-7.  Indeed, this 

Court found in Lawrence that the public trust doctrine “is implicit in Nevada law,”  

254 P.3d at 607, including in the Nevada Constitution and state statutes.  Id. at 

612-13; see Mineral Cty., 900 F.3d at 1031 (Nevada Supreme Court “recognized 
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the public trust doctrine under Nevada law”).  So rather than answer unresolved 

questions regarding Nevada’s public trust doctrine, the Ninth Circuit certified those 

questions to this Court.  Mineral County, 900 F.3d at 1034. 

 As a creature of state law, the public trust doctrine cannot destroy or infringe 

upon federal reserved water rights.5  See Cappaert v. United States, 426 U.S. 128, 

145 (1976) (federal reserved “water rights are not dependent upon state law”); 

Sierra Club v. Yeutter, 911 F.2d 1405, 1419 (10th Cir. 1990) (“federal reserved 

water rights, as creatures of federal law, are protected from extinguishment under 

state law by the Supremacy Clause”); Colville Confederated Tribes v. Walton, 647 

F.2d 42, 52-53 (9th Cir. 1981) (federal government preempted state control of 

waters reserved for Indian reservation); Walker River Irrigation Dist., 104 F.2d at 

337 (“a state cannot destroy” federal reserved water rights); In re Gen. 

Adjudication of All Rights to Use Water in Gila River Sys. & Source, 989 P.2d 739, 

747 (Ariz. 1999) (reserved water rights are “an exception to Congress’s deference 

to state water law”).  Thus, “any state court decision alleged to abridge Indian 

water rights protected by federal law can expect to receive, if brought for review 

before [the Supreme] Court, a particularized and exacting scrutiny commensurate 

                                                 
5 To the contrary, the federal government may use its powers to extinguish a state’s 
public trust doctrine.  32.42 Acres of Land, 683 F.3d at 1038 (federal government 
extinguished California’s public trust on lands it condemned); United States v. 
11.037 Acres of Land, 685 F. Supp. 214, 216-17 (N.D. Cal. 1988) (same). 
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with the powerful federal interest in safeguarding those rights from state 

encroachment.”  Arizona v. San Carlos Apache Tribe of Ariz., 463 U.S. 545, 571 

(1983). 

 Further, the Tribe’s water rights predate Nevada statehood and its public 

trust doctrine.  The federal government withdrew certain lands from the public 

domain in November 1859 to establish the Reservation, and implicit in the 

withdrawal was a reservation of waters to provide the Tribe with a permanent 

homeland.  Walker River Irrigation Dist., 104 F.2d at 338-40; see Winters v. 

United States, 207 U.S. 564, 577 (1908).  The Tribe’s water rights thus vested on 

and carry a priority date of November 29, 1859, five years before Nevada joined 

the Union in 1864.  Walker River Irrigation Dist., 104 F.2d at 340; see Cappaert, 

426 U.S. at 138 (federal reserved water right “vests on the date of the reservation 

and is superior to the rights of future appropriators”).  Even if the public trust 

doctrine could apply to federal reserved rights, since Nevada’s public trust doctrine 

did not exist until statehood, see Opening Brief at 22 (“the doctrine has inhered in 

Nevada law since the State’s inception”), state water right holders cannot rely on 

the doctrine to deprive the Tribe of its previously vested federal water rights. 

II. CONCLUSION 
 
 For all the foregoing reasons, the Tribe respectfully requests the Court to 

limit its decision to the questions certified by the Ninth Circuit and refrain from 
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addressing matters that implicate the Tribe’s interests in the absence of all the key 

facts. 

 RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 25th day of January, 2019. 
 

By:    /s/  Wes Williams, Jr.  
 
LAW OFFICES OF WES WILLIAMS JR., P.C. 
3119 Lake Pasture Road 
P.O. Box 100 
Schurz, Nevada 89427 
 
Attorney for Walker River Paiute Tribe 
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requirements of the Nevada Rules of Appellate Procedure. 
 

Respectfully submitted this 25th day of January, 2019. 
 

By:    /s/  Wes Williams, Jr.  
 
LAW OFFICES OF WES WILLIAMS JR., P.C. 
3119 Lake Pasture Road 
P.O. Box 100 
Schurz, Nevada 89427 
 
Attorney for Walker River Paiute Tribe 
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 I hereby certify that the AMICUS BRIEF OF THE WALKER RIVER 
PAIUTE TRIBE was filed electronically with the Nevada Supreme Court on the 
25th day of January, 2019.  Electronic Service of the Brief shall be made in 
accordance with the Master Service List, as follows: 
 
 Simeon Herskovits Tori Sundheim 
 Sean Rowe Jerry Snyder 
 Gordon DePaoli Bryan Stockton 
 Stephen Rye Adam Laxalt 
 Therese Ure Nhu Nguyen 
 Roderick Walston 
 
 I further certify that on the 25th day of January, 2019, I served, via USPS 
first class mail, complete copies of the Brief on the following attorneys of record 
who are not registered for electronic service: 
 
 Stacey Simon, County Counsel Dale Ferguson 
 Steve Kerins, Deputy County Counsel Woodburn and Wedge 
 Office of the County Counsel 6100 Neil Road, Suite 500 
 County of Mono Reno, NV 89511 
 P.O. Box 2415 
 Mammoth Lakes, CA 93546 
 
 Roderick E. Walston 
 Steven G. Martin 
 Best Best & Krieger LLP 
 2001 N. Main Street, Suite 390 
 Walnut Creek, CA 94596
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 Respectfully submitted this 25th day of January, 2019. 
 

By:    /s/  Wes Williams, Jr.  
 
LAW OFFICES OF WES WILLIAMS JR., P.C. 
3119 Lake Pasture Road 
P.O. Box 100 
Schurz, Nevada 89427 
 
Attorney for Walker River Paiute Tribe 
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̤қӢֳࡵ XƧִ٧ߟЖ˔ࡵ ࡵ؝ۓ ࡵٽź؞ޜ Չە۔ߠЈʠࡵ ࡵҒ؟ ࡵޝՊݚ˭� ƂTƨࡵ ࡵɭ�ۖҜޔ ࡵҝӣ΄Ҟݛ ࡵݜؠޞ
ԫֵ΅և݆ƩʰߡЗࡵ ࡵءýɃڸ ˕ĕИࡵ Yߢĝƃȥ̛шࡵߣ Z�ɍғࡵ Ջщۗࡵھپߤۘࡵ ƪ�ƫ֟Ƭ͋Ӥڿҟъˮࡵ ࡵėࡵͥ ӥƭҠΆࡵ ˟ыݽʣߥͼÓࡵ ̩.Ĩ·ĩĪࡵ ЉֶЙࡵ
ࡵ�īĞٿ͟˖ ࡵ\ַ]ՌΈࡵۀ�Ʈ֞ڀۙآ̋ ɔԬ]�̄ЊۚƯưָࡵہ� ࡵأݕ Кߦьࡵ ٨ĬƱؤ$ʵ̀�Ήˌࡵ Ί̌ࡵ ۛҡэࡵ ȹݍ�ֹࡵֺݘ ࡵɢֻʥڂЛΌځإͦ ۜҢѽࡵ
ĭųࡵڃئңࡵ ּʱࡵ ࡵҁا ̻ҤࡵߧӦՁΎ^Ʋࡵ ̍�ČƳࡵߩߨɶࡵ Ս�ю͌ݾМࡵ�ݝ

DĮįŴֽࡵ İ_�ÔŠ2ÕڭȽࡵ ӧࡵۂ ࡵ͍ ʝΏֿ־�ıࡵ۞׀ ࡵ҂ب ٩ӨƴGȶ�ՎНة۟ۃɜƵƶߪΐࡵ ŲОƷяࡵ ׁ̎ҥࡵ׃ݞׂ۠ت өƸҦӪΑҧࡵ �ŵۡࡵ
ࡵ�ѐׄث ݇Ȧӫ߫�ӬΒࡵ ΓݿجЋڰΔ҃Տࡵ �� ̜ÖĲɆA߬Εࡵ ĳƹ`߭Űȳ߮ࡵ ࡵӭح 8 ˠ�ȧ́߯ࡵƺڄû�߰ƻƼĴࡵ ̬ΖޕӮ˯Ȩ3Ēࡵ čĵПࡵ Hƽ̸߱ۢΗؐԛɷΘІ֒ࡵ ӯׅۣࡵخ ࡵ¡×ؑدΙƍڅ̞
ࡵ׆˧ ĶΚެˍƄࡵ ۤҨёࡵ ࡵΛՐހ߲̏ ࡵIذ ̼ƾ߳ɳ̽БȺaƿࡵ ˰bǀ/ɸߴђࡵ ࡵΜ0Νޖ ࡵ˱ԳΞۥر٪ɇɹچ ࡵɺߵՑǁǂӰׇڇ Ā߶Рࡵ ࡵݒ ̐ǃԩēࡵ٫ ࡵ߷ز ࡵȻݏҩǄŶۦ
Ї֓ۧ͠ڈǅࡵ ǆҪѓ߸Ǉ߹¢ࡵ ࡵۨ̑ ࡵسݓ Ւ˦ȩࡵ� ǈƊډɻڊcɝΟߺӱݟ۩Π̅Ʉࡵ ۪ҫ�ǉࡵ� ࡵħڵ£ɼڋ ࡵӲ߽єۄ Ǌ�֠Sࡵ ΡҬɁ٬ѕࡵ ̭Ǝࡵ ӳ۫ࡵ ̾Ɲࡵ߿߾ ۬ɽ�ˡ֡ࡵ
ۭҭ֕ࡵࠀ šŢǋɾࠁۮڌǌڍüǍǎࡵ ǏůĦŽΣࡵ ̿�ǐāࡵۅ ࡵʼϾԜ֗ࠃ̒˲ݠ¤�Ǒȴࠂࡵߐ�ࡵڎ Ӵࡵ ࡵҮࠄ˳̓ ࡵ˗ۯ˨ ԝȪķΤǒʲ¥ࡵ Д۰Ɏ۱٭үࡵ ӵࡵࠅڏ ĸΥǓǔ�ࡵ dɞĹ˘ࡵ
ֈ։˙ࡵ ҄˄%Ќ֘eࡵ ࡵɿӶ۲Ұࠆ Ǖӷࡵ �ìࠉĺ۳̔1ĘʭՔࠈǖΦՓࠇ Ļ+̊˴ࡵ� ұɘ۴۵Сȷ͝ࡵ Χ֊Ͽ̥݈ȫҲࡵ ôࡵfԭࡵ ƅļ�ࡵࠊ ޯΨȵࡵ¦۶ࠋ� ̦ҳӸࡵۆ Օޫ˵ࠌΩࡵ
ҍࡵ٣ ГࠍԸӹǗԞØţ�Ťǘ̮ǙȾՖԹࡵࠎ ࡵі۷ ࡵõࡵ۸ ࡵࠏĊǚǛٮ ࡵۇ�Ժޟ۹ ɏ§˶¨Ղїࡵ ó©ĽТࡵ ࡵɈ͎ۺ Ујљǜɥࡵ Єࠑࠐݡش��Ҵࡵ ҅њࡵڐ ࡵޠא͏ Ϊבࠒ
Ϋάҵǝɣͧέࡵ ࡵԟȬήӺǞࠓʀʁ9� ݉ÙʂɉĂƔ֢ʃٯίgǟࡵۻ ࡵݖࡵ÷öࡵҶۼ ăݢصՙФࡵ ࡵîΰݎ ࡵǠαβХ۽ӻށ γ�ؒÚࡵ ɐࡵ�ࠔ ̧ӛÛћࡵࠕڑ ࠖʷࠗ4ˆĉɀ˚ࡵ ࡵض۾
ͨќ�ࡵ ࡵطג ࡵ՚דδ҆ڱhҷ࠘ľڹ ĿǡЀÜǢŀɦʧiťŦࡵ ǣ�ʄӼ࠙ࡵޡ ࡵࠚŁłɮɑۿ ˷jЦ�ࠛεࡵ ɊࠜǤ � ࠝŃđЧࡵ ࡵԱظݣ Ҹࠞނζࡵ ͩηࡵהع ࡵʅ�ࠟǥ͑ࠠ՛ѿރ͐ו ࡵ՜ńθəڒࠡ
՝՞ѝބĄ�ªШǦ��� ιࡵ̀܁ݤړࠢ܀ז ࡵںҹ܂ ࡵɌࡵ»�Ýࡵӽκڷ̯ ɰê܃Ņࡵ ņڔ�Ɯ܄Ԫࡵ� ࡵח˩ Ňغ˸ࡵҘࡵ ԲҺλࡵ ŧÞ͒ӾǧҀࡵ ՟ˇטޅՠࡵ ࡵػ͓ݥ ࡵ܆܅ࠣ ӿʞ̟ԀƏ
ްўμ�֙ࡵ ࡵkʆԁňԂЩ̕ࠤ һ͔Ъࡵ BࠥʇǨࠦ܇JǩԃݦǪŉ̳ࡵޢ� ̂�νlࠧŊࠨ�ξďЫࡵ ࡵؼ܈ ࠩːğ˹ࡵ աџοࡵ܉ բࡵי ŋࠪʈͅƖ¬ࡵ ࡵ-֝ ٰǫࠫ߀πۈρࡵ܊ך
ŌԄɒࠬ͡գōEࡵכݧ࠭߁ ЬѠ܋ٱҼࡵ ɱ
ࡵۉ ࡵڕЍކ˛ ŎĠɪࡵ ԅǬςσࡵ¯܌®ߑ

դեࡵؽ ԻݺЁˢ°τל܍ࡵզࡵ ґࡵЭ̆ŨũƐ߂ ࡵɟؾ ࡵޣܐէǭ	ɯݨ�ę�ԆޗKם ࡵ҇ؿ ́ҽܑըՃυžࡵ ࡵφ࠱࠰מ̖ Ҿ͕ࡵۊ ͪѡѢࡵן
ࡵ±Юנݩـ҈ Ż߃סއχࡵ ҿ͂࠲ږ:ʽࡵ ̗mψωĔࡵ ԼڽթԇЎԈ͖ժࡵ ЯϊڲǮ�ࡵЅȿ²ϋ͗ɤ͢ע�ǰǱǲԉ࠴ǯ࠳ ЂԠࡵ࠵ ࡵӀѣܒ ֣ŏވǳ³ͫףܓԊ�ࡵ́ࡵԡǴࡵޤ ��
ࡵǵ࠶ïڗͽßܔف ࡵ˺߄Ԣό&�ڻقͬ ࡵʉǶك ࡵµژƞǷŐʮύ࠷ ʊ࠸Ǹل࠹ݪnࡵ ࡵӁѤܕ ʾLʴիمǹǺώ¶аࡵن ԶމѾɅǻࡵ ࡵ˜5֜ ͭŷߒ࠺ɋࡵפ ̇ѥǼʋȱץӝű·ܖɲފ�Ϗլࡵޥ
бϐв¸ޱ�
ࡵϑг߅̘ ࡵ࠽ǽ̙ͮ࠼࠻ɩ�ȭދקצ M̡ϒ�Ǿࡵ� őŹʜ�Ɔ࠾Ɨ �	 ʿרԣʚ̴̹ܗRǿࡀխࡵ ԋ¹ࡵࡁݬݫ ŒࡵȀȁࡄࡵࡃࡂʌUࡵ ࡵߓ ࡵש˪ ࡵӂѦܘ ˀNʶܙʍࡵѧࡵ ࡵˑه ࡵوӃܚ
ˁࡅىºࡵȂࡵ«ߔࡵڙȃ͘í�֑ࡵي ʎޭࡆȄ�Ěoȅʏʡࡵࡇࡵ ɕӞpɧࡵ ࡵþࡉࡵøࡵ߇Ȇ¼ܛʐ߆ࡈ ࡵࡋ߈ɖʑښѨѩ˻ࡊ qȇࡵࡌàáࡵòؕۋ�ࡍӄȈ?ë½ࡵٲ O;ࡵࡎ ࡵӅġܜ ͯѪдࡵ ࡵתܝ ӆԌҙӇࡵ �ࡏƟĐܞϓࡵڛùࡵ
ࡵ�ࡐʒ߉âȉؓڮ ࡵ'˅̷ ֛ѫծԍࡵࡑڜތݭ CrȊܟ�œˣࡒϔȋ�Ȍࡵ ࡵϕܠ ¾ðڝ̚ ˤˎ@ࡓկհձࡵ Ͱą!ࡵ ϖًѬ̃ࡵãʫղϗ֚ߊĆȍʨࡵࡔ ࡵͱճٌݼ˼	Ƙލˏ Ҕࡵࡕ ࡵ(մϘеڞ
ࡵٍٳݮ ԽݯжĈԨ¿ϙࡵɴׯ˽ÀŔަÁࡵ ˒َȎs̺ȏ̵ࡖŕȐtࡵ ࡵѭޘ ɚڟϚࡵ uʓࡵԎܡࡵӈُࡵܢװ Џߖࡵߕ�ࡵŪ݊ćӉĤūȑԏࡵާܣࡵ ��� ֤ċՄϛࡵ ࡵیӊԐܤ зϜܥϝڠ
֥ԑؖܦڶԒϞࡵױ PِȒ�ӋÂࡵ ࡵÃގ <յ=ϟȓڡʔ�ŖȔɨÄȕࡵ Ƌƙʺࡵ ̰Å̢Æࡵ 6ޮࡗ �	 ȸՀ˥ƚVÇࡵ

ࡵ҉˫ ࡵڢȖѮ֎֍ײ˓ ࡵ࡙ࡘ�È"ȗݻ ࡵϠڳѯݰ иϡϢնvݱȘϣ࡚շࡵ ࡵͲոϤ͙ڼ�ޙ࡛׳ ͳިࡵ ࡵ״ ϥّșٴϦܧϧԷࡵܨ Ϩْ֦Ț*Ȳwࡵ
ࡵӌQܩ ࡵѰйܪԓ̱ ࡵۍϩܭʢxܬܫ ࡵ࡞ԔʸӍ ӎҎ ࡵϪޏ� ࡵ ϫչؗԮԕɫࡵ ࡵٓܮ ࡵܯÉӏݔ ࡵȼݐțݲٵ ��� ܰӐѱࡵ ʩʹȜީࡵ ͵Ѳкࡵ ࡵ,ٔ ܱӑѳࡵ
ࡵϬࡠպ̈ ҊٕڣԖܲܳࡵԗࡡʕࡵ Вࡵ ࡵ˝Ͷ֏Ԥݳٶ ˾ÊࡢȝлËࡵ ˬ̨Ѵ>y�ʛƉޓƇڤzࡵ ܴӒѵࡵ ࡵԥÌؘٖࡵϭȞŗݴٺ ϮԴࡵ ࡵñſԦؔٷԘࡵڥ ࡵࡣԙɛӓܵڦ
ٗҋࡵ ܶӔĢࡵ ֧֨ϯڴƑࡵ ࡵࡤ٘ ŬȮżϰࡵ ࡵмҌŘռࡥջٸݵ ࡵܷٙ ̝ࡵѶսڧ ࡵÿÍϱɵࡵ�ݑࡵ( ࡵřگ٤ ɠ̣ࡵ}ࡦڨ äȟԾܸߋߗͷվϲࡵ ࡵѷ֔ƒܹ֩ߌ̓ нģϳ#ࡵݙ ࡵٚܺ
˂˃ʪࡵ̈́ࡧ��� ࡵܻٛ տ֪ސ|Ƞࡵ Ѹѹࡵ ߍ�ϴЃåࡩࡨٹоࡵ ࡵࡪٜ Śࡵ� ࡵ��ʬӕ͞ޑŭѺ ࡵʟśȯĥߘ ͚пԿٝԧæŸ؆ࡵ ࡵϵɬܼ؇ݗƓ ࡵԯܽӖݶ
ܾуçԚ؈րցɡܿɓࡵߎ ؉ʤрࡵ ࡵؙߙϷݷȡŜ؊϶ ̉ϸ͛ێւࡵ ࡵۏࡵ؋ÎɂҏȰٞک Ӝèڪʖ}ȢϹࡵ ƀݸփϺсࡵ ݀ӗ،݁ࡵ ݂քࡵުޚ ࡵ֬֫ ݃Әѻࡵ ϻʯٟࡵ ٠ҕࡵ
ࡵĎͺֆѼࡱࡰօޒɗ؍ ࡵ١ʗګࡲϼ݄؎ݹߏ Ƥ~ͻәࡵ�٢ ŝ�ěʘҖࡵ ŞŮéȣࡳАÏࡵ Ơ˿ʙȤ �	 ֖Ð؏тࡵ Ӛࡴ̲݅ �	 ƈşơࡵ ࡵϽÑ͜ڬ ƛƢƣÒࡵ
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